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Abstract. To guaranteenumericalrobustness,topologicalcorrectness,andsimultaneouslyeffi-
ciency of geometricalalgorithmscanbecurrentlyregardedasoneof themosturgentchallenges
of computationalgeometry. Thesepropertiesrepresentfundamentalrequirementsfor spatial
predicatesandoperationsin non-standardapplicationareaslike spatialdatabasesystems,GIS,
VLSI design,andCAD. Due to the discrepancy betweenthe infinite-precisionassumptionof
computationalgeometryandthe finite-precisionreality of computersystems,theseproperties
cannotbe warrantedby geometricalgorithmscurrently available. The employment of these
algorithmsin practicefrequentlyamountsto unacceptablenumericalroundingerrorsandtopo-
logical inconsistenciesanddegeneracies.This paperpresentsgeometricalgorithmsthatsatisfy
the propertiesrequiredabove andthat reston a discretegeometricbasisin form of a uniform
integergrid. Thepaperalsoemphasizesthat,from anapplicationpointof view, thedesigngoals
pursuedby algorithmsof computationalgeometrydiffer to somedegreefrom thoseof theappli-
cation areas mentioned above.
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1 Introduction

Numericalrobustness,topologicalcorrectness,reliability, accuracy, and simultaneouslyeffi-
ciency of geometricalalgorithmsarefundamentalrequirementsfor spatialpredicatesandoper-
ationsin spatialdatabases,geographicalinformationsystems,VLSI design,CAD, andother
related,non-standardapplicationareas.Although theoretical computationalgeometryhaspro-
videda largenumberof usefulandefficient geometricalgorithms,we encountertheproblem
that it is basedon Euclideangeometryandon continuous,infinite-precisionarithmetic(real
numbers)andthat it ignoresthereality of a discrete,finite-precisionarithmetic(floatingpoint
numbers)availablein computers.Thus,theoreticallycorrectgeometricalgorithmsarenotnec-
essarily practically valid!

Frequently, precision,robustness,andcorrectnessof geometricprimitives (like segment
intersection,point-in-polygontest)within geometricalgorithmsaresimply taken for granted.
But geometricalgorithmsarequitesensitive regardingthis procedure,andin theend,thetask
is mostlyleft to theprogrammerto closethegapbetweentheoryandpractice.This leadsinev-
itably not only to numericalroundingerrorsbut alsoto topologicalinconsistenciesanddegen-
eracies[DS90, For85, GY86, Hof89], since topological information is commonly inferred
from coordinate-basedgeometricdata.Hence,an applied computationalgeometryis needed
which takes into account the finite representations available in computer systems.

In this paperwe designnumericallyrobust,topologicallyconsistent,andat thesametime
efficient geometricalgorithmswhoseargumentand result objectsare definedon an integer
grid. They restonthetraversalandplane-sweepparadigm.Wewill alsoseethat,from anappli-
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cationpoint of view, thedesigngoalspursuedby algorithmsof computationalgeometrydiffer
to some degree from those of the application areas mentioned above.

Theknowledgeaboutthegapbetweentheoryandpracticeof computationalgeometryhas
raisedgrowing interestin solvingissuesof numericalrobustnessandtopologicalcorrectnessof
geometricalgorithms.Two approachescanbemainlydistinguished:perturbation-freeandper-
turbationapproaches.Perturbationrelatesto slightly changinginput dataor computedvalues
in a suitableway when they are assignedto variables.Perturbation-freeapproaches(e.g.
[KM83, MK84, OTU87, SI88]) aim at performingexact geometriccomputationswith such
sufficiently highprecisionthatcorrectandrobustnumericalresultsmustbeobtained.Provided
thattheinput dataareexact,thetaskis to determinehow many digits of precisionarerequired
by numerical computationsso that the algorithm producescorrect results and takes into
accountdesiredaccuracy. Perturbationapproaches(e.g.[DS90,EM88,GM95,GSS89,GY86,
HHK88, Mil89, NME90, Sch94])allow to slightly changeinput dataor computedresults.
Becausein many applicationsthe input dataareapproximatefrom the beginning,suchslight
alterations seem to be tolerable.

This paperis basedon an interestingsubclassof perturbationapproachesthat attemptto
transformgeometricdatafrom thecontinuousdomainto thediscretedomainin the form of a
uniform(integer)grid andto performcomputationalgeometryin this discretedomain.Thatis,
points,endpointsof line segments,verticesof polygons,etc.have integer insteadof floating
point coordinatesand lie on grid points. This has led to a subfield called finite-resolution
[GY86] or finite-precision[Yao92]computationalgeometrydealingwith geometryperformed
on a discretedomain.On a grid, problemscanfrequentlybesolvedmoreefficiently andsim-
pler than in Euclideanspace[Ove88a].On the otherhand,problemslike how to handlethe
intersection point of two integer-based line segments are more complicated [GM95, GY86].

Finite-precisioncomputationalgeometryhassofaronly beenstudiedby a few researchers
(overviews canbefoundin [KK81, Ove88a,Ove88b]).More efficient solutionsin comparison
with their Euclideancounterpartshave beenfoundfor thenearestneighborsearchingproblem
[KM85], rangesearchingonagrid [Ove88b,Ove88c],thepoint locationproblem[Mül85], the
computationof rectangleintersectionsandmaximalelementsby divide-and-conquer[KO88b],
computingthe convex hull of a setof points,reportingall intersectionsof a setof arbitrarily
orientedline segments,andthecalculationof rectangleintersectionsandmaximalelementsby
using the plane-sweep technique [KO88a, Ove88b].

A main problemis the treatmentof the intersectionpoint of two integer line segments
whichusuallydoesnot fall onagrid pointwith integercoordinatesbut hasrationalcoordinates
andthusviolatestheclosurepropertyof thegrid domain.GreeneandYao’s redrawingconcept
[GY86] and Guibasand Marimont’s snaproundingmethod[GM85] have turnedout to be
acceptableandrobustsolutionsfor thisproblem.Bothapproachesallow slightperturbationsof
theoriginal line segmentsby roundingtheendpointsandintersectionpointsof line segments
to representablegrid points,but in a way so that topologicalconsistency is globally guaran-
teed.That is, bothmethodscannotanddo not prevent imprecisionfrom theoriginal data,but
they provide consciouslycontrolledperturbationof the original dataandthe maintenanceof
their global topology.

Section2 summarizesthe assumptionsandthe designgoalsthat underliethis paperand
thathave bothespeciallyto beseenin a databasecontext. In this context geometricdatastruc-
tureshave to beviewedasrepresentationsof spatialobjectsfurnishedwith a complex seman-
tics andstoredin databases.Geometricalgorithmsarethenrealizationsof operationson these
spatialobjects.Section3 introducesdatastructuresfor appropriatelydefinedpoint, line, and
areafeaturesbasedon anintegergrid. Section4 andSection5 introducesomegrid-basedgeo-
metric algorithmswhich are basedon the parallel traversaland the plane-sweepparadigm,
respectively. Section6 draws some conclusions.
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2 Assumptions and Design Goals

Thissectionsummarizesassumptionsanddesigngoalsthatareimportantfor anunderstanding
of theobjectivesof this paper. Theassumptionsreflecttheconceptsandresultsof theauthor’s
work in thepastandmotivatethedesigngoalsof thegeometricalgorithmspresentedherefrom
an application-oriented point of view.

2.1 Reorganizing the Underlying Space: Discrete Geometric Bases

As a basisfor geometricmodeling and computing,very often Euclideanspaceis usedor
implicitly assumedwhichrepresentspointsin theplaneby pairsof infinitely precise,realnum-
bers.Unfortunately, numbersystemsin computersarefinite andoffer only limited approxima-
tions like floatingnumbers.Ignoring this factalmostcertainlyleadsto unacceptableerrorsin
spatialqueryprocessingsincespatialobjects,predicates,andoperationsareusually realized
by geometricdatastructures,predicates,andalgorithms,respectively, which arejust basedon
thesefinite representationsandthushave shortcomingswith respectto numericalrobustness
and topological consistency.

A proposalto overcometheseproblemsis to exchangetheunderlyingdomainuponwhich
geometricobjectsaredefinedandto introduceadiscrete geometric basis for theseobjectsboth
for modelingandfor implementation.Let PN = N × N with N = {0, ..., n−1} ⊆ IN bea finite
discretespace(auniform integergrid). Pointsandendpointsof line segmentsarepresupposed
to have coordinatesin N. We assumethat the intersectionpoint of any two line segments,
whichusuallydoesnot lie on thegrid, is perturbedto thenearestgrid (i.e., representable)point
by applyingGreene& Yao’s redrawing concept[GY86] or Guibas& Marimont’s snap round-
ing [GM95] idea, for instance.Theseconceptsensurenumericalrobustnessand topological
consistency of a collection of line segments.

Transforminganapplication’s setof pointsandpossiblyintersectingline segmentsin this
way, we obtaina discretegeometricbasiscalled realm [GS93,Sch97].It representsthe full
underlyinggeometryof a particularapplicationspaceandconsistsof a finite setof pointsand
non-intersecting line segments.Hence,arealmcanberegardedasanothertermfor domain and
is somewhatsimilar to anenumerationtype in programminglanguages.Benefitsof therealm
conceptare,in particular, that it shieldsspatialalgebrasandgeometricalgorithmsbuilt on top
of realms from problems of numerical robustness and topological correctness.

Graph-theoretically, a realmis a spatially embedded planar graph over a finite resolution
grid. Therefore,we canmorepreciselycharacterizea realm(over N) asa setof pointsandline
segmentswith thefollowing properties:(1) Eachpoint andeachendpoint of a line segmentof
a realm is a grid point. (2) Eachendpoint of a realmsegmentis alsoa point of the realm.
(3) No realmpoint lieswithin arealmsegment(whichmeanson it withoutbeinganendpoint).
(4) No two realmsegmentshave commonpointsexceptat their endpoints.This definition is
basedon a collectionof robust geometric primitives offering basicpredicateson grid-based
pointsandsegmentslike whethertwo line segmentsintersectwithin their interiors,whethera
point lies on a line segment,or whethertwo line segmentsmeetin oneof their endpoints.A
formal definition of realms and robust geometric primitives is given in [GS93, Sch97].

2.2 Spatial Data Types

Spatial data types [Sch97]like points, lines, andregions arespecialabstractdatatypesthatare
employed to model geometryand to suitably representgeometricdatain databasesystems.
They provide a fundamentalabstractionfor modeling the geometricstructureof objectsin
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spaceaswell astheir relationships,properties,andoperations.We speakof spatial objects as
valuesof spatialdatatypes.In the context here,we focuson two-dimensionalspatialobjects
thataredefinedon top of realmsandin termsof pointsandline segmentspresentin therealm.
Thatis, their constructionandupdateareindirectlyperformedby selectingsomerealmobjects
and by propagating changesto the dependentspatialobjects,respectively. Thus, all spatial
objectsconsideredherearerealm-based. A proposalof suchacollectionof realm-basedspatial
datatypeshasbeenprovidedby theROSE (RObust Spatial Extension) algebra [GS95,Sch97].

Within this framework, a points objectis afinite setof grid points,a lines objectis asetof
pairwisedisjoint blocks, eachblock beinga maximal setof connectedline segments,anda
regions objectis a setof pairwiseedge-disjointfaces (edge-disjointmeansthat two facesmay
have a commonvertex but no commonsegment),eachfacebeinga simplepolygonpossibly
containinga setof disjoint simplepolygonscalledholes (seetheexamplein Figure1). More-
over, a comprehensive setof spatial operations (theROSEalgebracontainsapproximately70
differentspatialoperations)is specifiedon theseobjects.Thisset,for instance,includesbinary
spatial predicatesexpressingtopological relationshipslike intersects, inside, adjacent, and
binary spatialoperatorsreturningspatialobjectslike intersection, common_border, andcon-
tour. All datatypesandoperationsmaintainclosureproperties.They are,in particular, closed
undertheoperationsunion, intersection, anddifference with regardto thesamerealm.Thatis,
the resultof suchan operationis a realm-basedobjectaswell andcorrespondsto the defini-
tions of the spatialdatatypesgiven above. A formal definition of realm-basedspatialdata
types and operations is given in [GS95, Sch97].

2.3 Design Goals

Themainobjective of this paperis to demonstratethattheimplementationof many operations
of a spatialalgebracanbesimplifiedif this algebrahasa discretegeometricbasis.Simplifica-
tion in this context relateson the onehandto the reductionof the algorithmiccomplexity of
known Euclidean-basedsolutionsfor theoperationsandon theotherhandto thereductionof
run time, eitherby a whole time complexity classor at leastby constantfactors.Taking the
implementationof theROSEalgebraasanexample,weprovideefficientdatastructuresfor the
realm-basedspatial data typesand numerically robust and efficient realm-based geometric
algorithms for the operations, all defined over a uniform and discrete integer grid.

Fromanapplicationpointof view, thedesigngoalspursuedby algorithmsof currentcom-
putationalgeometrydiffer to somedegree from thoseof the applicationareasmentioned
above. These application-oriented design aspects are motivated as follows:

• The representationsfor spatial data types by meansof geometricdata structuresare
designedfor usein a databasecontext. This implies,in particular, thattheserepresentations

a points object a lines object a regions object

Figure1
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areno dynamicpointerdatastructuresin mainmemory, but areall embeddedinto compact
storage areas which can be efficiently transferred between a main memory buffer and disk.

• All spatialobjectsprocessedandproducedby theoperationsarerealm-based,i.e., they are
definedover a discretebasisandin particularno two segmentsintersectwithin their interi-
ors andno point lies within a segment(closurepropertyof spatialdatatypesandopera-
tions).As implementationsof realm-basedspatialoperations,geometricalgorithmsoperate
onrepresentationsof realm-basedspatialobjectswith acomplex semanticsandnot onarbi-
trary setsof pointsor line segments.This meansthat the geometricproblemsconsidered
herearered/blueproblems.Geometricalgorithmsfor spatialoperationsthatproducerealm-
basedspatialobjectsyield representationsthat conformto the correspondingrealm-based
spatial data type (closure property of geometric data structures and algorithms).

• Thefactthatall spatialobjectsprocessedby operationsarerealm-basedcanbeexploitedfor
designingefficientgeometricalgorithms.For example,someoperationscannow berealized
througha simpleparalleltraversalfor which otherwisemorecomplex andexpensive plane
sweepalgorithmswouldbeneeded.Operationsthatareto berealizedby plane-sweepalgo-
rithmsarenow muchsimplerandmoreefficient,sincethey neednot discover new intersec-
tions and treatspecialcases.Sweepstationscanonly be isolatedpointsor endpointsof
segmentswhich areall known in advance.Hence,a staticsweepeventstructurefor manag-
ing thesweepstationsis sufficient.We will alsoseethataninitial sortingphaseis unneces-
sary for plane-sweep algorithms.

• Different algorithmsprocessingthe samekind of spatialobjectsusually prefer different
internalobjectrepresentationsfor achieving highestefficiency. But in contrastto traditional
work on geometricalgorithms,thefocushereis not on finding themost efficient algorithm
for onesingleproblem(operation)togetherwith a correspondingsophisticateddatastruc-
ture, but ratheron consideringa spatialalgebrawith a large numberof operationsas a
whole andon reconcilingthe variousrequirementsposedby differentalgorithmswithin a
single, universaldatastructurefor eachtype. Otherwise,we would be forced to design
expensive conversion functions for different representations of the same type.

In thesequel,datastructuresandalgorithmsaredescribedatahighabstractionlevel. Thealgo-
rithms can be groupedinto parallel traversal, plane-sweep, and graph algorithms [GRS95,
Sch97].Thelattergroupis not describedin this paper. For thefirst two paradigms,we show a
few “prototype” operatorsandtheir algorithmsandsketchwhich otheroperatorscanbe real-
ized similarly. Many algorithmsrequireonly linear time, the remainingonesO(n log n) time
wheren is a bound on the size of the operand objects.

3 Data Structures

This sectionintroducesthedatastructuresrepresentingobjectsof the threedatatypespoints,
lines, and regions. Ratherthan describingthesedatastructuresdirectly in termsof arrays,
records,etc.,we introducea high-level descriptionwhich offerssuitableaccessandconstruc-
tion operationsto beusedin thealgorithms.Basically, we defineanabstractdatatypefor each
of the threedatastructures.It is then left to a later stepto designand implementeachdata
structure concretely.

Type points is definedas the set of all orderedsequences< p1, ..., pn > of n N-points
(denotingthe elementsof PN) togetherwith a logical pointerindicatinga positionwithin the
sequence.
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points = { (pos, < p1, ...,pn >) |
(1) pos ≥ 0; n ≥ 0
(2) ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n : pi ∈ PN
(3) ∀ 1 ≤ i < n : pi < pi+1}

The“<“-relation in thedefinitionabovedenotestheusual(x, y)-lexicographicorderon PN
which is defined as

∀ pi, pj ∈ PN, i ≠ j : pi < pj ⇔ xi < xj ∨ (xi = xj ∧ yi < yj).

A numberof functionsis definedonpoints objects.Thesefunctions(andlatercorrespond-
ing functionson typeslines andregions) serve asconstruction,scan,retrieval, andmanipula-
tion functions in algorithms for ROSE algebraoperations.Their syntax is given by the
following signature:

new : → points
select_first : points → points
select_next : points → points
end_of_pt : points → bool
get_pt : points → PN
insert : points × PN → points

Their semanticsdescriptionis given by a set-theoreticspecification.Let Pp = < p1, ...,
pn >, P = (i, Pp) ∈ points, andp ∈ PN. Moreover, let symbol◊ denote the empty sequence.

new() = (0, ◊)
 (1, Pp) if n ≥ 1

select_first(P) = 
 (0, ◊) otherwise
 (i + 1, Pp) if 1 ≤ i < n

select_next(P) = 
 (0, Pp) otherwise

end_of_pt(P) = (i = 0)
 pi if 1 ≤ i ≤ n

get_pt(P) = 
 undefined otherwise
 (j, Pp) if ∃ j ∈ {1, ..., n} : p = pj
 (1, <p >) if n = 0

insert(P, p) =  (1, <p, p1, ...,pn >) if p < p1
 (n + 1, <p1, ...,pn, p >) if p > pn
 (j + 1, <p1, ...,pj, p, pj+1, ...,pn >) if ∃ j ∈{1, ...,n-1} : pj < p < pj+1

The representationof the more complex lines and regions objectsis basedon ordered
sequences of halfsegments. Let SN = {( p, q) | p ∈ PN, q ∈ PN} denotethe setof N-segments.
The equality of two N-segmentssi = (pi, qi) andsj = (pj, qj) is defined as

si = sj ⇔ (pi = pj ∧ qi = qj) ∨ (pi = qj ∧ pj = qi)

Without loss of generality we normalizeSN by the assumption that

∀ s ∈ SN : s = (p, q) ⇒ p < q

This enablesus to speakof a left and a right end point of an N-segment.Let further HN =
{( s, d) | s ∈ SN, d ∈ { left, right}} bethesetof halfsegments. A halfsegmenth = (s, d) consists
of anN-segments anda flag d emphasizingoneof theN-segment’s endpointswhich is called
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the dominating point of h. If d = left then the left (smaller) end point of s is the dominating
point of h, and h is called left halfsegment. Otherwise, the right end point of s is the dominating
point of h, and h is called right halfsegment. Hence, each N-segment s is mapped to two half-
segments (s, left) and (s, right). Let dp be the function which yields the dominating point of a
halfsegment.

For two distinct halfsegments h1 and h2 with a common end point p, let α be the enclosed
angle such that 0° < α ≤ 180° (an overlapping of h1 and h2 is excluded by the realm properties).
Let a predicate rot be defined as follows: rot(h1, h2) is true iff h1 can be rotated around p
through α to overlap h2 in counterclockwise direction. We can now define a complete order on
halfsegments which is basically the (x, y)-lexicographic order by dominating points. For two
halfsegments h1 = (s1, d1) and h2 = (s2, d2) we obtain:

h1 < h2 ⇔ dp(h1) < dp(h2) ∨
(dp(h1) = dp(h2) ∧ ((d1 = right ∧ d2 = left) ∨ (d1 = d2 ∧ rot(h1, h2))))

We can now continue with the definition of type regions (the definition of type lines is
almost the same, see below). Type regions is defined as the set of ordered sequences
< h1, ...., hn > of n halfsegments where each halfsegment hi has an attached set of attributes ai
whose elements are values of some new type attr. Attribute sets are used in algorithms to attach
auxiliary information to N-segments.

regions = {(pos, < h1, ..., hn >, < a1, ..., an >) |
(1) pos ≥ 0, n ≥ 0
(2) ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., n} : hi ∈ HN, ai ⊆ attr
(3) ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., n-1} : hi < hi+1}

Also on regions objects a number of functions is defined. Their syntax is given by the fol-
lowing signature:

new : → regions
select_first : regions → regions
select_next : regions → regions
end_of_hs : regions → bool
get_hs : regions → HN
get_attr : regions → attr
update_attr : regions × attr → regions
insert : regions × HN → regions

For their semantics description let Rh = < h1, ..., hn >, Ra = < a1, ..., an >, R = (i, Rh, Ra) ∈
regions, and h ∈ HN.

new() = (0, ◊, ◊)
 (1, Rh, Ra) if n ≥ 1

select_first(R) = 
 (0, ◊, ◊) otherwise
 (i + 1, Rh, Ra) if 1 ≤ i < n

select_next(R) = 
 (0, Rh, Ra) otherwise

end_of_hs(R) = (i = 0)
 hi if 1 ≤ i ≤ n

get_hs(R) = 
 undefined otherwise
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 ai if 1 ≤ i ≤ n
get_attr(R) = 

 undefined otherwise
 (i, Rh, < a1, ...,ai-1, a, ai+1, ...,an >) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n

update_attr(R, a)= 
 undefined otherwise
 (j, Rh, Ra) if ∃ j ∈ {1, ..., n} : h = hj
 (1, <h >, <∅ >) if Rh = ◊
(1, <h, h1, ...,hn >, <∅, a1, ...,an >) if h < h1

insert(R, h) =  (n + 1, < h1, ...,hn, h >,
 < a1, ...,an, ∅ >) if h > hn
 (j + 1, < h1, ...,hj, h, hj+1, ...,hn >,
 < a1, ...,aj, ∅, aj+1, ...,an >) if ∃ j ∈ {1, ...,n-1} : hj < h < hj+1

Notethatthesefunctionsmanipulatehalfsegmentsequences.This doesnot guaranteethat
sucha sequencereally representsa well-definedand correctregions object.The algorithms
using this structureare responsiblefor constructingonly sequencesthat indeedrepresent
regions objects.Type lines (not presentedherein detail) is identicalto typeregions exceptfor
all the parts related to attributes which are not needed.

Concreteimplementationsfor eachof thethreedatatypescouldrepresenta sequenceof n
points or halfsegmentsin a linked list or sequentiallyin an array. The latter representation
would also be compatiblewith the “compactstoragearea” requirementneededfor efficient
databaseloading/storing.In this case,all functionsexcept for insert needO(1) time; insert
requiresO(n) time for arbitrarypositionsandO(1) time for appendinganelementat theendof
the sequence.Sucha representationwould in fact be quite good for all “parallel traversal”
algorithms,becauseresultobjectsarealwaysconstructedin the lexicographicalpoint or half-
segment order and can therefore be built in linear time.1

4 Traversal Algorithms

A numberof operatorsdefinedon the typespoints, lines, and regions can be realizedby a
simple or parallel traversal (i.e., a scan)[GRS95,Sch97]throughthe point or halfsegment
sequencesof one or two objects.In this sectionwe will explain someexamplealgorithms
which areanalysedwith respectto their worst casetime andspacerequirements.To simplify
thedescriptionof algorithms,for eachpossiblecombinationof two spatialdatatypesourhigh-
level notationis extendedby two further functionswhich enablea parallel traversalthrough
two ordered sequences of elements (halfsegments, points).

As anexample,we considerthetwo functionsfor two regions objectsgivenby their half-
segmentsequences.Functionrr_select_first(R1, R2, object, status) selectsthefirst halfsegment
of eachof the two regions objectsR1 andR2 (compareto the function select_first definedon
typeregions) andpositionsa logicalpointeronbothof them.Theparameterobject with possi-
ble values{ none, first, second, both} indicateswhich of the two object representationscon-
tainsthesmallerhalfsegment.If thevalueof object is none, no halfsegmentis selected,since
R1 andR2 areempty. If thevalueis first (second), thesmallerhalfsegmentbelongsto R1 (R2).
If it is both, thefirst halfsegmentsof R1 andR2 areidentical.Theparameterstatus with possi-
ble values{ end_of_none, end_of_first, end_of_second, end_of_both} describesthe stateof
bothhalfsegmentsequences.If thevalueof status is end_of_none, bothobjectsstill have half-

1 For database-specific reasons that are out of the scope of this paper, the actual representation (see Section6)
usesfor all threedatastructuresanAVL-treeembeddedinto anarray. Theelements(pointsor halfsegments)are
additionally linked in sequence order. With this representation, all functions exceptinsert needO(1) time and
insert O(log n) time.
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segments. If it is end_of_first (end_of_second), R1 (R2) is empty. If it is end_of_both, both
object representations are empty.

Function rr_select_next(R1, R2, object, status) searches for the next smaller halfsegment
of R1 and R2; parameters have the same meaning as for rr_select_first. Obviously, this is real-
ized by select_next functions of the two objects.

Both functions together allow one to scan in linear time two object representations like
one ordered sequence. Analogous functions can be defined for two lines objects (ll_select_first,
ll_select_next) and a lines and a regions object (lr_select_first, lr_select_next). For the compar-
ison of halfsegments with points, the dominating points of the halfsegments are used so that
points and lines objects (pl_select_first, pl_select_next) and correspondingly points and
regions objects (pr_select_first, pr_select_next) can be treated in a similar way.

To distinguish the functions on data types (written in italic) from the ROSE algebra opera-
tions on data types, the latter are written in bold face. In the sequel, we discuss example algo-
rithms for three operations. The second and third operation are at the same time examples of
operations whose algorithms only need O(n) time (n denotes the total size of the operands) in
contrast to their Euclidean counterparts which require O(n log n) time. Their signatures are:

pr_on_border_of : points × regions → bool
ll_intersects : lines × lines → bool
ll_disjoint : lines × lines → bool

Operator pr_on_border_of determines whether all points of a points object lie on the
faces’ boundaries of a regions object. Hence the algorithm checks whether for each point p of a
points object P (denoted by p ∈ P(P) = {p1, ..., pn}) a halfsegment h of a regions object R
(denoted by h ∈ H(R) = {h1, ..., hn}) exists whose dominating point is equal to p.

algorithm pr_on_border_of
input: A points object P and a regions object R
output: true, if ∀ p ∈ P(P) ∃ h ∈ H(R) : p = dp(h)

false, otherwise
begin

pr_select_first(P, R, object, status);
while (object ≠ first) and (status = end_of_none) do

pr_select_next(P, R, object, status);
end-while;
return (object ≠ first) and (status ≠ end_of_second)

end pr_on_border_of.

The while-loop of the algorithm is executed as long as no point is found which is in P but
not a dominating point of a halfsegment of R and as long as none of the object sequences is
exceeded. For the predicate to be true, termination of the while-loop must not have occurred
because a point was found which is not on the boundary of R (object ≠ first). This implies that
termination is due to reaching the end of one or both sequences, and the predicate is true if this
was not the regions sequence alone (status ≠ end_of_second).

Operator ll_intersects examines whether two lines objects L1 and L2 intersect. According
to its definition in the ROSE algebra it yields true if both objects have no common (half)seg-
ments but at least one common point which is not a meeting point but an intersection point.
Point p is a meeting point if the angularly sorted list of halfsegments of L1 and L2 with the
same dominating point p can be subdivided into two sublists so that one list contains only half-
segments of L1 and the other list only halfsegments of L2. The idea is now to walk around p,
scanning the segments, and to count the number of “object changes” in this ordered list of half-
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segments of L1 and L2. Point p is a meeting point if this number is less than or equal to two;
otherwise an intersection point has been found.

algorithm ll_intersects
input: Two lines objects L1 and L2
output: true, if no common segment exists, but a common point which is not a meeting

point
false, otherwise

begin
ll_select_first(L1, L2, object, status);
if object = first then act_dp := dp(get_hs(L1))
else if object = second then act_dp := dp(get_hs(L2))
end-if;
old_obj := object; found := false; count := 0;
while (status = end_of_none) and (object ≠ both) do

ll_select_next(L1, L2, object, status);
if (status ≠ end_of_both) and (object ≠ both) and not found then

if object = first then
new_dp := dp(get_hs(L1))

else if object = second then
new_dp := dp(get_hs(L2))

end-if;
if new_dp ≠ act_dp then (* new point *)

act_dp := new_dp;
count := 0;
old_obj := object;

else if object ≠ old_obj then (* object switch *)
count := count + 1;
old_obj := object;
found := found or (count > 2);

end-if;
end-if;

end-while;
return found and (object ≠ both);

end ll_intersects.

The while-loop of the algorithm terminates if either the end of one of the objects has been
reached or a common halfsegment has been found. In the latter case the result value is false
(object ≠ both), in the first case the decision is based on whether at least one intersection point
has been found or not (found).

Operator ll_disjoint examines whether two lines objects L1 and L2 are disjoint. According
to its definition in the ROSE algebra it is not sufficient only to test for common halfsegments
because the operator yields also false if there are segments of both objects which have common
points. Due to the realm properties such a common point can only be an end point of two seg-
ments of L1 and L2. Hence, there must be two halfsegments h1 ∈ H(L1) and h2 ∈ H(L2) with
the same dominating point. Since in the halfsegment order all halfsegments with the same
dominating point lie one behind the other, a parallel object traversal can check whether two
consecutive halfsegments from different objects have the same dominating point. In such a
case, L1 and L2 are not disjoint.
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algorithm ll_disjoint
input: Two lines objects L1 and L2
output:true, if ∀ h1 ∈ H(L1) ∀ h2 ∈ H(L2) : dp(h1) ≠ dp(h2)
false, otherwise
begin

ll_select_first(L1, L2, object, status);
if object = first then act_dp := dp(get_hs(L1))
else if object = second then act_dp := dp(get_hs(L2))
end-if;
old_obj := object;
found := false;
while (object ≠ both) and (status = end_of_none) and not found do

ll_select_next(L1, L2, object, status);
if (status ≠ end_of_both) and (object ≠ both) then

if object = first then
new_dp := dp(get_hs(L1))

else
new_dp := dp(get_hs(L2))

end-if;
if object ≠ old_obj then

found := (new_dp = act_dp);
end-if;
act_dp := new_dp;
old_obj := object;

end-if;
end-while;
return (object ≠ both) and not found;

end ll_disjoint.

The while-loop is executed as long as no common halfsegment has been found (object ≠
both), the end of both objects has not been reached (status = end_of_none) and no common
point has been discovered (not found). Hence, the operator returns true if the end of at least
one object has been reached and neither a common halfsegment nor a common point has been
found.

Further 29 operators of the ROSE algebra can be realized either by simple or parallel tra-
versal. These operators include tests whether two points objects are equal, unequal, or disjoint
(pp_equal, pp_unequal, pp_disjoint), whether two lines or two regions objects are equal,
unequal, or have common segments (ll_equal, ll_unequal, ll_border_in_common, rr_equal,
rr_unequal, rr_border_in_common), whether two lines objects meet in common end points
(ll_meets), whether a points objects lies completely on a lines object (pl_on_border_of), and
whether a lines and a regions object have segments in common (lr_border_in_common,
rl_border_in_common). Several operators yield spatial objects as results. The operators
pp_intersection, pp_plus, pp_minus, ll_intersection, ll_plus, and ll_minus yield the inter-
section, union, and difference of two points objects and two lines objects, respectively. Some
operators compute the common segments of two lines objects, two regions objects, or a line
and a region object, resp. (ll_common_border, rr_common_border, lr_common_border,
rl_common_border). The operators l_vertices and r_vertices return the end points of the
boundary segments of a lines object and a regions object, respectively. The remaining opera-
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tions yield numerical values. They calculate the number of single points of a points object
(p_no_of_components), the length of a lines object (l_length), and the area and perimeter of a
regions object (r_area, r_perimeter).

For all predicates and for operations returning numbers the worst case time complexity is
O(n), where n is the total number of points or halfsegments in the one or two operands. For
operations returning new spatial objects the time bound is O(n + k) where2 k is the number of
points or halfsegments in the result object. O(n) time is needed for scanning the operands and
O(k) for constructing the result. Since k = O(n), this is always bounded by O(n). It is left to the
reader to determine those operators based on the traversal paradigm whose algorithms need
O(n [+k]) time in a realm-based but O(n log n [+k]) time in Euclidean space.

5 Plane-Sweep Algorithms

A number of operators defined on the types points, lines, and regions are realized by a plane-
sweep [GRS95, Sch97]. In this section, too, we will explain some example algorithms which
are analysed with respect to their worst case time and space requirements. In the special case of
realm-based (grid-based) computational geometry where no two segments intersect within
their interiors, the event point schedule is static (because new event points cannot exist) and
given by the ordered sequence of points or halfsegments of the operand objects. No further
explicit event point structure is needed. Also, no initial sorting is necessary since the plane-
sweep order of points and segments is the base representation of objects anyway.

If a left (right) halfsegment of a regions object is reached during a plane-sweep, its seg-
ment component is stored into (removed from) the segment sequence of the sweep line status
sorted by the order relation above. A segment s lies above a segment t if the intersection of
their x-intervals is not empty and if for each x of the intersection interval the y-coordinate of s
is greater than the one of t (except possibly for a common end point where the y-coordinates
are equal). Points and halfsegments of lines objects are used to query the sweep line status. A
point p lies above a non-vertical segment t if the x-coordinate of p lies within the x-interval of t
and the y-coordinate of p is greater than the y-coordinate of t at p.x. If t is vertical, the
x-coordinates of p and t must be identical and the y-coordinate of p must be greater than all
y-coordinates of t.

We define an auxiliary type status which reflects the sweep line status at each moment of a
plane-sweep algorithm. The sweep line status is described by an ordered sequence of segments
with respect to the order relation above. A logical pointer indicates the position within the
sequence, and each segment has an attached set of attributes of some sort attr. Several func-
tions are defined on type status. Function new_sweep creates a new sweep line status structure
S. The functions add_left and del_right insert and remove a segment, respectively, from S.
Functions pred_of_s and pred_of_p yield the segment lying directly below a given segment
and point, respectively, in S. Function current_exists checks whether S contains at least one
segment. Function pred_exists tests whether the segment whose position is currently indicated
by the logical pointer has a predecessor. Function get_attr (get_pred_attr) retrieves the
attribute of (the predecessor of) the segment currently indicated by the logical pointer. Func-
tion set_attr assigns an attribute to the segment currently indicated by the logical pointer. For
the sweep line status an efficient internal dynamic structure like the AVL tree can be employed
which realizes each of the operations add_left, del_right, pred_of_s, and pred_of_p in worst
case time O(log n) and the other operations in constant time.

2 For an AVL-tree embedding in an array this time bound is O(n + k log k).
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For all algorithms we assume that all those halfsegments of a regions object R have an
associated attribute InsideAbove where the area of R lies above or left of its segments. This seg-
ment classification can be computed by a plane-sweep algorithm (not shown here) which views
all segments intersecting the current sweep line from bottom to top. It is obvious that the low-
est segment obtains the attribute InsideAbove, the following does not, the third again obtains it,
etc. Whether the attribute InsideAbove is associated with a segment depends on the assignment
of the attribute to the immediately preceding segment in the sweep line status.

We distinguish two classes of plane-sweep algorithms. The first class of plane-sweep algo-
rithms considers the relationships between a points or lines object and a regions object. The
algorithmic scheme is to insert only the segments of the regions object into the sweep line sta-
tus and to use the elements of the points and lines object, respectively, as query elements. As
an example, we show the algorithm for rl_intersection which has the signature

rl_intersection : regions × lines → lines

The algorithm for rl_intersection produces a new lines object which contains all seg-
ments lying within R. It is crucial for the correctness of this algorithm that we can be sure that
a complete (half)segment lies within R, if its dominating point lies within an area of R. This is
because the boundary of R cannot intersect the interior of the segment due to the realm proper-
ties. This algorithm requires O((l + m) log m + k) where3 k is the size of the result object and l
and m denote the size of the lines and regions operand, respectively.

algorithm rl_intersection
input: A lines object L and a regions object R
output: A new lines object Lnew containing all halfsegments of L whose segment

components lie in R
begin

Lnew := new();
S := new_sweep();
lr_select_first(L, R, object, status);
while status = end_of_none do

if (object = both) or (object = second) then
h := get_hs(R); (* Let h = (s, d). *)
attr := get_attr(R);
if d = left then

S := add_left(S, s);
if InsideAbove ∈ attr then

S := set_attr(S, {InsideAbove});
end-if

else
S := del_right(S, s);

end-if
end-if;
if object = both then

h := get_hs(L);
Lnew := insert(Lnew, h);

else if object = first then
h := get_hs(L); (* Let h = (s, d). *)

3 For an AVL-tree embedding in an array this time bound is O((l + m) log m + k log k).
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S := pred_of_s(S, s);
if current_exists(S) and (InsideAbove ∈ get_attr(S)) then

Lnew := insert(Lnew, h);
end-if;

end-if;
lr_select_next(L, R, object, status);

end-while;
return Lnew;

end rl_intersection.

Further six operators belonging to this class check whether a points object lies inside a
regions object (pr_inside) and whether a lines object intersects, has single common end points
with, or lies inside a regions object (lr_intersects/rl_intersects, lr_meets/rl_meets,
lr_inside). For all these operations of this class, the time complexity is O((l + m) log m) if m is
the size of the regions operand and l the size of the other operand. Of course, for n = l + m,
O(n log n) is a simpler upper bound for all operations.

The second class of plane-sweep algorithms considers the relationships between two
regions objects. Note that here the immediate application of the technique introduced above is
impeded by the fact that regions objects may have holes. Hence, for the algorithms of this class
we introduce the concepts of overlap numbers and segment classification. A point of the realm
grid obtains the overlap number k if it is covered by (or part of) k regions objects. For example,
for two intersecting simple polygons the area outside of both polygons gets overlap number 0,
the intersecting areas overlap number 2, and the other areas overlap number 1. Since a segment
of a regions object separates space into two parts, an inner and an exterior one, each segment is
associated with a pair (m/n) of overlap numbers, a lower (or right) one m and an upper (or left)
one n. The lower (upper) overlap number indicates the number of overlapping regions objects
below (above) the segment. In this way, we obtain a segment classification of a fixed set of
regions objects and speak of (m/n)-segments.

For two regions objects (we only consider binary operators here) m, n ≤ 2 holds; of the
nine possible combinations only seven describe valid segment classes. This is because a (0/0)-
segment contradicts the definition of a regions object, since then at least one of both regions
objects would have two holes or an outer cycle and a hole with a common border. For similar
reasons, (2/2)-segments cannot exist, since then at least one of the two regions objects would
have a segment which is common to two outer cycles of the object. Hence, possible (m/n)-seg-
ments are (0/1)-, (0/2)-, (1/0)-, (1/1)-, (1/2)-, (2/0)-, and (2/1)-segments.

As an example for a plane-sweep algorithm of the second class we present the algorithm
for rr_inside which has the signature

rr_inside : regions × regions → bool

and which tests whether a regions object R1 is completely contained in a regions object R2.
This means that all segments of R1 must lie within the area of R2 but no segment (and hence no
hole) of R2 may lie within R1. If we consider the objects R1 and R2 as halfsegment sequences
together with the segment classes, the predicate rr_inside is true if (i) all halfsegments that are
only element of R1 have segment class (1/2) or (2/1), since only these segments lie within R2,
(ii) all halfsegments that are only element of R2 have segment class (0/1) or (1/0), since these
definitely do not lie within R1, and (iii) all common halfsegments have segment class (0/2) or
(2/0), since the areas of both objects lie on the same side of the halfsegment. In the case of a
(1/1)-segment the areas would lie side by side so that R1 could not be contained by R2. In the
algorithm, whenever a segment is inserted into the sweep line status, first the pair (mp/np) of
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overlap numbers of the predecessor is determined (it is set to (*/0) if no predecessor exists).
Then the overlap numbers (ms/ns) for this segment are computed. Obviously ms = np must
hold; ns is also initialized to np and then corrected.

algorithm rr_inside
input: Two regions objects R1 and R2
output: true, if R1 lies within R2

false, otherwise
begin

S := new_sweep();
inside := true;
rr_select_first(R1, R2, object, status);
while (status ≠ end_of_first) and inside do

if (object = first) or (object = both)
then h := get_hs(R1); (* Let h = (s, d). *)
else h := get_hs(R2); (* Let h = (s, d). *)

end-if;
if d = right then

S := del_right(S, s);
else

S := add_left(S, s);
if not pred_exists(S)

then (mp/np) := (*/0)
else {(mp/np)} := get_pred_attr(S)

end-if;
ms := np;
ns := np;
if ((object = first) or (object = both)) and

(InsideAbove ∈ get_attr(R1))
then ns := ns + 1
else ns := ns − 1

end-if;
if ((object = second) or (object = both)) and

(InsideAbove ∈ get_attr(R2))
then ns := ns + 1
else ns := ns − 1

end-if;
S := set_attr(S, {(ms/ns)});
if object = first then inside := ((ms/ns) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1)})
else if object = second then inside := ((ms/ns) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0)})
else inside := ((ms/ns) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0)})
end-if;

end-if;
rr_select_next(R1, R2, object, status);

end-while;
return inside;

end rr_inside.
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If R1 hasl andR2 mhalfsegments,thewhile-loopis executedatmostn = l + m times,since
eachtime a new halfsegmentis visited.Themostexpensive operationswithin theloop arethe
insertionandtheremoval of asegmentinto andfrom thesweepline status.Sinceatmostn ele-
mentscanbe containedin the sweepline status,the worst casetime complexity of the algo-
rithm isO(n log n) which is also valid for all other operations of this class.

Furtheroperatorsbelongingto this secondclasscheckwhethertwo regions objectsare
disjoint with respectto area (rr_area_disjoint), additionally have no segments together
(rr_edge_disjoint), andalsohave no commonendpointstogether(rr_disjoint), whetherone
regionsobjectR1 is insideanotherregionsobjectR2 andhasno commonsegmentswith R2
(rr_edge_inside) andalsono commonendpointswith R2 (rr_vertex_inside), whethertwo
regions objects intersect(rr_intersects), are adjacent(rr_adjacent) or have commonend
points (rr_meets), and whethera regions object is containedin anotherone (rr_encloses).
Moreover, operatorscomputingregionsobjectsastheresultof intersection,union,anddiffer-
ence of two regions objects belong to this class (rr_intersection, rr_plus, rr_minus).

6 Conclusions

This paperhasdemonstratedthat it is feasibleto designnumericallyrobust,topologicallycor-
rect,andefficientgeometricalgorithmsonafinite discretedomain,i.e.,onauniformgrid. The
useof high-level primitiveshasmadeit possibleto describea large numberof algorithmsin
compact,precisenotation.Due to a large amountof operatorsthe emphasishasnot beento
designa specialsolutionfor eachsinglegeometricproblembut to treata spatialalgebraasa
whole andin a uniform way. This view implies the developmentof universaldatastructures
and the employment of generalalgorithmic paradigms(e.g., simple and parallel traversal,
plane-sweep)thatarewell appropriatefor a largenumberof geometricproblems.As animpor-
tant result,a comparisonwith thealgorithmsof classicalcomputationalgeometryrevealsthat
realm-basedgeometricalgorithmsaremuchsimplerandmoreefficient than their Euclidean
counterparts.

The realm-based(grid-based)data structuresand algorithms have been implemented
within a collectionof softwaremodulescalledtheROSEsystem[Rid95] which waspart of a
diplomathesiswrittenby ThomasdeRidder. Thesourcecodewritten in Modula-2is available
to the interested reader by the author of this paper.
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